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1. Introduction 
The physical transverse variables play an important role in /1 -6/ QED " . They are associated with the Coulomb gauge, a unique gauge, /* 

in which one has been a success to calculate the О (Ы ) corrections 
to the Lamb shift (as in terms of transverse variables it is easy to 
separate the binding effect from the radiative corrections). However, 
just for transverse fields a consistent renornialization is not yet 
accomplished. 

In this paper w; show, -;hat the proof of relativistic invariance 
of the transverse variables in g a u K e theories can be accomplished 
on the level of the Peynnan diagram and present a manifest relati-
vistic-invariant expression for the electron "reen function. 

2. Formulation of the problem 
/7 8/ It is well known ' that the difficulty of electromagnetic 

field quantization is the singular Lagrangiar. To remove this diffi
culty, account is to be taken of the term Д!£ =-L(d,.S>„) , 
which makes it possible to quantize all field components on equal 
footing. 

The introduction of the superfluous longitudinal variables 
changes the singularity of the electron Creen function 

,-. - f -f- — i.i-d) 

In particular, for the Ijandau (d=0) and the P^ynman (d=1) gauges 
instead of the usual pole the branch point appears, and the residue 
of the Green function 

ip equal to zero. To recorstract physically right analytical proper
ties, it is necessary to choose nonsingular longitudinal propagators, 
or to take into account the asymptotical interaction with longitudi
nal components. In both the cases we contradict the supposition 
about quantization of all fidd components on equal footing. In the 
context of such a rnlativistic approach the dependence of the Green 
function on the choice of gauge is to be considered as an inevitable 
defect of quantization. There is a .reneral opinion that fermion Greer 
functions to a certain extent are nonphyslcal quantities, as their 
analytical properties :!o r.ot reflect trie gauge-invariant content of 
я rau,~f theory. Лз *з *:.? culruleti or. of the same quantities in the 
:!arril tor '. ar. schorl о и qu-int. ?.a'i on of transverse variables, this 
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scheme now la discredited by the manifest relativistic-noninvariant 
expression for the Green unction. ' , J / 

On the other hand there is a general proof of relativistic in-
varianoe of QED on the level of the transformation properties of 
field operators' • ' . The question arises why the relativnstic 
covariant quantization approach leads to manifest relativistio 
noninvarianoe on the level of Feynman diagrams. 

To answer this question, let us consider the very scheme of /c/ the proof of relativistic invariance on a simple example of a 
free electromagnetic field 

In the Hamiltonlan approach we first have to choose the time axis 
-y. / c J. ; {' - (i,c c.c) and to consider the equation for /fa=A.W) 

"У"7" ~ ./ s / (the Gauss equation) 
Г4-?М » A.* -&/<*>* Щ*****. ( 4 ) 

as a constraint equation. 
Lagrangian (3) on the constraint equation depends only on 

two variables 

&Ш4Ш=£1 *(:<*?)-* (%•*$*:Г, 
л < ' < ' -г у~у — . ( 5 ) 

(6) 4^=^ГЛ ; *.«=(**-?.£<\), 
which are in a nonlocal manner connected with the initial field ffk 
The nonlocal variables (6) are gauge invariant under the initial 
field transformation 

А*С*Ш.<-Ъ*\ = А?Ш. ( 7 ) 

Formulae (3) - (6) are not consistent with the general scheme 
of choice of gauge conditions that is applied to relativietic gau
ges : one gauge-invariant condition (that does not fix gauge) 
allows one to remove Juet two nonphysical variables. We have only 
the arbitrariness in the choice of the time axis Z, «(1,0,0,0). 
We can choose as Af any vector, connected with f* by the 
Lorentjj transformation. 

The nonlocality of variables (6) does not demand a radical 
change of the quantization procedure. Variables (6) lead only to 
the nonlocal transverse commutation relation 

<{£&*>."/</.*>/= 2fn>--p ( 8 ) 

that means the disappearance of the longitudinal electric field 
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?t E^ =o in the operator sense (but not on the state v-sctors 
/> E/cp^-c ) • Just the nonlocal character of operators (6) and of 
the commutation relation (8) ia a decisive point for the proof of 
relativistic lnvariance of the transverse variables ' '. Another 
decisive step is the choice of the gauge-invariant energy-momentum 

/H/ and angular momentum tensors ' J l 

known as the Belifante tensors'^i The canonical tensor /*>„ — 
= ̂ 3 , ^ " -J y ^ differs from (9) by the total derivative <3 -£л/uJ 
that gives an essential contribution to integral -'"'/г* (9). 

Due to gauge invariance on the constraint equation (4) tensor 
(9) is also expressed in terms of the nonlocal gauge-invariant va
riables. (Note that the field Ap in eq.(9) does not play 
the role of the Langrange factor). 

The Belifante tensor (9) in terms of the quantum variables 
(6). (7) produces a closed algebra of the Poincare group and the 
following transformation properties of the operator A — (Q *4t J 

S*/= X* £Afe% ,Aft-= S?A/ +fyA , ( 1 0 ) 

where S^ is the usual Lorentz transformation, and 

/ /= £*£ %** 
is an auxiliary gauge transformation which de facto means that the 
field operator in the new reference frame satisfies a new trans
versal! ty condition connected with the new time axis £, =• p, -f-S^'Cu 
since after every Lorentz transformation (L) a new gauge appears 
( Z u ), the Hamiltonian approach is not consistent with the term 
"the choice of gauge". Just this fact represents a basic obstacle 
for understanding of the manifest relativistic invariance of the 
Harailtonian approach and for calculating the manifeet relativietic-
invariant Green function. Por this reason we shall avoid the term 
"the Coulomb gauge". 

3. The one-loop calculation of the Green functions in 6?£D 

Let us consider the 

We can construct the gauge-invariant nonlocal variable (see^ • Л 
like (6) 

r 
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where £ 

A). = te/y, i>= *>*/>[/& << эЛЩ= e^/g '<:Л/. (^} 

The variables are constructed by using the explicit solution of the 
Gauss equation ' % . ~ О 

*.(*)= Л (Э<Э.А.~/.) ( 1 4 ) 

and by construction they are invariant under the gauge transforma
tion of the initial field 

On a quantum level variables (12) coincide with the ones employed 
in ret.' . By analogy with ref. is easy to show that the 
Belifante tensor 

7"/* = far*, f ФъаЪ/. -е^Ф-ф.^ i-gb ^ay) 

expressed in terms of (12) provides the following transformation 
properties of the operator A?', P 

А (А С fV = ** ( зе А/ у эл АГ) . 
7>* (16) 

A general structure of the gauge operator // can be easily found 
on a classical level by the usual Lorentz traneformation of quantity 
I? (13) 

K(& ̂ O/^^f % О*** * 3*"<>-
Following the Sohwinger method ' 5 / w e reproduced the relativistic 
transformation of the gauge-invariant variables (12). 
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Let us calculate the electron Green function by the formula 

' _ (17) 
where 1 , V are operators in the Heisenberg representation. 

In the one-loop approximation &-<e> has the form 

where JE(p) is the electron self-energy of an order ё"*- which 
contains the contributions from transverse fields and the Coulomb 
interaction 

where 

&''£> ^J ?'' %Л'Г= ^ *J &U ** (/> ~P' 
Let ue prove the invariance of the Green functions (17) under the 
Lorentz transformation of the operators 4> ̂  ¥• '** .By "inva
riance" we shall understand the equality' ' 

Gif; = 5^ G-c <f> s^ ( 2 0 j 
that is, we shall take into account the Lorentz transformation of 
the !T -matrices. In this case <5\ Crc(P) = 0 . It is known 
that (19) can be represented by a sum of the invariant X ^ (л) and 
noninvariant AZ-(p) terms: 

The response of Д2^(f>) to the Lorentz transformation 
(20) can be got by changing the integration variables in eq (21) 
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where 

^ Я 7* A / « ^ /< < ^ * / ( 2 2 ) 

The total Lorentz transformation for the Green function contains 
also the gauge transformation (16) 

{<*/ТГ9>Ъ, Ftysi<?>)/o> - rV7?W£, W^)/°>J. ( 2 з ) 

Using the e x p l i c i t form for s\ (16) , we get the following expression 

£ X .-ъ/Щй [S^G-/r/-m) + Г/?-т)б/в« 7, (24) 
where o/c i s given by formula (23) . As 

№>-: ^ =r О 
(25) 

we get that the total response of (12) to the Lorentz transformation 
(16) is equal to zero. 

£ ы X(/» = fa* •+ $t)i:t/» = o. ( 2 f i , 
Therefore, it is sufficient to calculate expression (17) in the 
rest frame of the electron A , — (/>„_, о') , for the choice fe'-fclW 

// C/ £* р-ут,» J f* ? r m ( 2 7 ) 

In another reference frame P - (f>c ,/? ) due to transformation (16), 
we have to take intD account auxiliary diagrams (23),i.e., to change 
the gauge 

Finally, we get for JTfoj the same expression (27) up to the change 
~c>-+/^' . In the dimenHional regularization the integral (27) is 

equal to 

> ) = Sr [**(*$<-*) -SHf-^Ji-ZtCfy), ул 
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where 
=£ « JL . * + 611л 

S E 

Z«c^=£h f+A f*s-"?&(<- £*))* 
0 

(28) 
The self-energy (28) has no infrared divergences (the residue of the 
electron Green function is equal to unity)and allows the renormali-
zation 

These results represent a solution to the renormalization problem 
on the mass shall for transverse variables. 

Misunderstanding refs. ' ' consists not only in ignoring the 
right transformation properties (16) in the construction of -^(p) , 
but also in a nonphysical choice of the initial vector ei? (the 
time axis). For example, in expression (19) where Au— (/>с,/?£°) 
the vector £л?=(/,о, о,о) is chosen SD that the electron has a velocity 
different from that of its statical Coulumb field. This choice leads 
to the manifest Lorentz noninvariance nonrenormalization, and infra
red divergence. On the other hand transition (19) to the rest frame 
of the electron A, = CPe , /> - o) does not remove these difficulties 
as we simultaneously turn the initial gauge A," (the diaagreement of 
velocities of the electron and its field remains). 

Thus, the choice of £J must be defined by a physical formu
lation of the problem. 

It is easy to be convinced of that the point transformations^ 
1 f А?=/};1 +ЪЛ(А*-) 

that effectively lead to another gauge, with the simultaneous trans
formation of the electron operator 
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7» Л 
do not change result (28) 
If the right hand Bide is calculated in the gauge 2^^v — О , then 
•)Y/*/>=^ 2c*f j £*"•=•('. 0,0, o) .For the gauge / . J , fixed 
by the auxiliary term -(a.A.J'y^^ , the function 
A^fA) — ^- *>, -̂ <" and does not depend an d. 

The operator transformations of electrons (29) lead to auxili
ary diagrams that reconstruct result (27) for the above gauges 

4, The discussion of results 
The proof by Schwinger '-3' of relativistic invariance of the 

Hamiltonian approach of the quantization of the transverse variable 
is essentially based on nonlocality of this variable and on the 
gauge-invariant Belifante energy-momentum tensor. The essence of 
the proof consists in that the gauge of physical transverse non
local variables follows the relativistic transformation of the 
time axis. These covariant properties of the transversa variables 
are lost if we pass from the operator approach to the functional 
integral 
^Y^J^r^r^ArU9^r} & Я "fa Г?$г. pyj 

( / -? e >*--*<-«*«; ( з о ) 

On this level the nonlocal transverse variables which follow their 
time axis turn into one of the ordinary gauges (into the Coulomb 
gauge). Just in such a context there appear the statements of the 
manifest relativistic noninvarianoe of the Coulomb gauge and of 
the dependence of Green functions on the choice of gauge. As we 
have seen above, these statements become meaningless on the level 
of the Hamiltonian operator approach that serves as a foundation 
of the functional integral (30). Thus, the proof of manifest Lorentz-
invariance of the theory, based on the quantization only of physical 
transverse variables, can be made on the level of the Peynman diagram. 
The results of the paper solve the problem of renormalizatlon of 
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physical quantities о- the mass shell for the traneverse variables 
/1,2,3/. 

The authors would like to thank Profs. B.M.Barbashov, D.Ebert, 
G.V.Efimov, A.V.Efremov., U.F.Ilieva, V.U.Hesterenko, A.H.Vasiliev., 
R.N.Faustov for useful discussions. 
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Первушин В.Н., Нгуен Суан Хан, Азимов Р-' Е2-86-128 
К доказательству явной релятивистско. .. ариантности 
поперечных переменных ь КЭД 

Проводится квантование электродинамики в терминах попе
речных физических переменных. На всех этапах построения тео
рии: 1/ при выборе поперечные переменных, 2/ выборе тензоров 
энергии импульса и момента количества движения, 3/ квантова 
нии и 4/ описании диаграмм Фейнмана, сохраняется калибровоч 
ная и релятивистская инвариантность. Впервые для поперечных 
переменных вычислены релятивистски-инвариантные собственная 
энергия электрона и вершинная часть. Полученные результаты 
полностью решают для физических переменных проблему перенор
мировок физических величин на массовой поверхности. 

Работа выполнена в Лаборатории теоретической физики 
ОИЯИ. 
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Pervushin V.N., Nguyen Suan Han, Azimov R.A. E2-86-128 
To the Proof of Manifest Relativistic Invariance 
of Transverse Variables in QED 

The quantization of electrodynamics in terms of trans
verse physical variables is accomplished. At all the steps 
of the theory construction: I) the choice of transverse va
riables, II) the choice of energy-momentum tensor, III) quan 
tization, IV) the Feynman diagram description we preserve the 
manifest gauge and relativistic invariance. For the transver' 
se variables the relativistic-invariant self-energy of the 
electron is calculated. The results completely solve the pro
blem of renormalization of physical quantities on the mass 
shell for the physical variables. 

The investigation has been performed at the Laboratory 
of Theoretical Physics, JINR. 
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